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Small Town Rumors
Learn to make your own quiet place somewhere with this inspiring
journey inside tranquil cabins and handmade homes, from the
creators of the wildly popular Cabin Porn phenomenon. Cabin Porn
began as an online project created by a group of friends to inspire
their own homebuilding. It has grown into a global phenomenon,
attracting thousands of submissions from fellow cabin builders and
a passionate audience of millions interested in simple, efficient
homes and the beauty of nature. Cabin Porn: Inside invites readers
into these handmade homes to discover rooms of warmth and
simplicity, connected by the universal desire to bring a simple
building to life in harmony with the land around it. Each of these
tranquil getaways is a lesson in living simply and joyfully. Here you
will find hundreds of examples of what makes a cabin: the small
details that enable their dwellers to live pleasantly and sustainably,
as well as the mistakes and adaptations that reveal what builders
must learn while creating their own homes. Perhaps most touching
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is the evidence that these homes have hosted charming and
memorable evenings for the people who worked together to build
them. Full of spellbinding spaces of warmth and ingenious
simplicity, Cabin Porn: Inside is an invitation to the cabin of your
dreams and to the serenity of a simpler life.

Fat Fridays
A captivating personal inquiry into the art of architecture, the craft
of building, and the meaning of modern work “A room of one’s
own: Is there anybody who hasn’t at one time or another wished for
such a place, hasn’t turned those soft words over until they’d
assumed a habitable shape?” When Michael Pollan decided to plant
a garden, the result was the acclaimed bestseller Second Nature. In
A Place of My Own, he turns his sharp insight to the craft of
building, as he recounts the process of designing and constructing a
small one-room structure on his rural Connecticut property—a place
in which he hoped to read, write, and daydream, built with his own
two unhandy hands. Invoking the titans of architecture, literature,
and philosophy, from Vitruvius to Thoreau, from the Chinese
masters of feng shui to the revolutionary Frank Lloyd Wright,
Pollan brilliantly chronicles a realm of blueprints, joints, and trusses
as he peers into the ephemeral nature of “houseness” itself. From
the spark of an idea to the search for a perfect site to the raising of a
ridgepole, Pollan revels in the infinitely detailed, complex process
of creating a finished structure. At once superbly written,
informative, and enormously entertaining, A Place of My Own is
for anyone who has ever wondered how the walls around us take
shape—and how we might shape them ourselves. Praise for A Place
of My Own “A glorious piece of prose . . . Pollan leads readers on
his adventure with humor and grace.”—Chicago Tribune “[Pollan]
alternates between describing the building process and introducing
informative asides on various aspects of construction. These
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explanations are deftly and economically supplied. Pollan’s
beginner status serves him well, for he asks the kind of obvious
questions about building that most readers will want answered.”
—The New York Review of Books “By shrewdly combining just the
right mix of personal reflection, architectural background, and nutsand-bolts detail, Michael Pollan enables us to see, feel, and
understand what goes into the building of a house. The result is a
captivating and informative adventure.”—John Berendt, author of
Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil “An utterly terrific book .
. . an inspired meditation on the complex relationship between
space, the human body and the human spirit.”—Francine du Plessix
Gray “A tour de force.”—Phillip Lopate

A Place of My Own
"When Jill Clemmons returns to Adams Grove, Virginia, to settle
her grandmother's estate, she must face Garrett Malloy, the man
who broke her heart years ago. When a string of break-ins threatens
Jill's safety, she and Garrett must join forces to unearth her
grandmother's secrets"--

The Family Cabin
Where family bonds are made and broken, and where young love
sparks as old flames grow dim, Ransom Canyon is ready to
welcome—and shelter—those who need it With a career and a
relationship in ruins, Jubilee Hamilton is left reeling from a fast fall
to the bottom. The run-down Texas farm she's inherited is a far cry
from the second chance she hoped for, but it and the abrasive
foreman she's forced to hire are all she's got. Every time Charley
Collins has let a woman get close, he's been burned. So Lone Heart
ranch and the contrary woman who owns it are merely a means to
an end, until Jubilee tempts him to take another risk—to stop
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resisting the attraction drawing them together despite all his hardlearned logic. Desperation is all young Thatcher Jones knows. And
when he finds himself mixed up in a murder investigation, his only
protection is the shelter of a man and woman who—just like
him—need someone to trust.

Hidden Secrets
Named one of the best books of the year by Slate, Chicago Tribune,
Entropy Magazine, and named one of the top 10 memoirs by
Library Journal Into the Wild meets Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man—a lyrical memoir of a life changed in an instant and of
the perilous beauty of searching for identity in solitude On a clear
May afternoon at the end of his junior year at Harvard, Howard
Axelrod played a pick-up game of basketball. In a skirmish for a
loose ball, a boy’s finger hooked behind Axelrod’s eyeball and left
him permanently blinded in his right eye. A week later, he returned
to the same dorm room, but to a different world. A world where
nothing looked solid, where the distance between how people saw
him and how he saw had widened into a gulf. Desperate for a sense
of orientation he could trust, he retreated to a jerry-rigged house in
the Vermont woods, where he lived without a computer or
television, and largely without human contact, for two years. He
needed to find, away from society’s pressures and rush, a sense of
meaning that couldn’t be changed in an instant.

I Love This Bar
Book 2 in the Spikes & Spurs Series He wasn't looking for trouble
But when the cops are knocking on your door, trouble's definitely
found you. And this is where Wil Marshall finds himself after
checking in to the Longhorn Inn. It could all be a big mistake, but
Wil's not getting much sleep. Then the motel owner—who is drop
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dead gorgeous and feisty to boot—saves him from an even worse
night behind bars. Now he owes her one, big time. But Trouble
comes in all shapes and sizes Pearl never wanted that run-down
motel, but her aunt didn't leave her much choice. And then this
steaming hot cowboy shows up looking for a place to rest. Next
thing she knows, she wants to offer him more than just room
service. But if he calls her Red one more time, he won't be the only
one accused of murder. Sparks are definitely flying and before long,
the Do Not Disturb sign might be swinging from the door. Spikes &
Spurs Series Love Drunk Cowboy (Book 1) Red's Hot Cowboy
(Book 2) Darn Good Cowboy Christmas (Book 3) One Hot Cowboy
Wedding (Book 4) Mistletoe Cowboy (Book 5) Just a Cowboy and
His Baby (Book 6) Cowboy Seeks Bride (Book 7) Praise for Love
Drunk Cowboy: "Brown revitalizes the Western romance with this
fresh, funny, and sexy tale filled with likable, down-to-earth
characters." —Booklist "Tender and passionate love scenes
endearing and quirky charactersWhat an absolutely adorable story."
—The Romance Studio "Charmingfull of sassy fun." —BookPage

Hell, Yeah / Outlaw Cowboy
In the heart of Virginia, where the forests hide secrets and the
creeks run strong and deep Libbie Havens never fit in. She bought
the old Carson place on Cub Creek and moved to the Virginia
countryside to prove she could live on her own terms. In the
process, she learned some truths about herself and found love but
love, acceptance and belonging can be easier to find than to keep.
While on a trip to Sicily with Libbie, Jim Mitchell must leave
suddenly because his son is injured in an accident in California.
Now alone, Libbie is surprised by an old friend, Dr. Barry
Raymond, but Dr. Raymond is a reminder of her troubled past and
she's glad to see the last of him when she leaves Sicily until he
shows up at her house on Cub Creek. Years before, Dr. Raymond
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told Libbie that if troubles weren't dealt with, they'd keep coming
back. With Jim still away helping his son, Libbie's troubles are
returning in force and wreaking havoc on her confidence and their
relationship. Libbie would rather hide than risk rejection, but she
must face down the past and fight for what she wants, or the
troubles that haunt her past and present will forever doom her
future.

Leaving Cub Creek
Two ebooks for the price of one! Old flames reunite for a second
chance at love in this $4.99 ebook duo from beloved, bestselling
author Carolyn Brown and rising star Nicole Helm. Includes an
excerpt from Nicole Helm's new holiday romance, True-Blue
Cowboy Christmas. Hell, Yeah: Cathy O'Dell has been all over the
country, but she never felt at home until she moved into the tiny
apartment at the back of the Honky Tonk beer joint. Now she
figures she's here to stay, loving every minute of the rowdy crowd,
down-home juke box music, and constant pool tournaments. She's a
beautiful blonde with big blue eyes and enough sass to make a
grown man beg for mercy. Then gorgeous, rich, oil man Travis
Henry gets it into his fool head that Cathy deserves a better
life—with him, of course—and the sparks start to fly so bad they're
like to set fire to the beer joint, if they don't go up in flames
themselves first! Outlaw Cowboy: Ever since his father's accident,
Caleb promised his older sister that he'd fix his terrible reputation.
But when Delia Rogers, the town's baddest of the bad girls, needs
his help hiding from the cops, Caleb is torn between his squeaky
new image and his outlaw roots. Delia's out of options, so asking
her reformed ex for help is her only choice. When a helping hand
and seriously close quarters turn into more, Delia can't help but fall
all over againbut she has a secret that will ruin everything, unless
they're both willing to leave their reputations behind for something
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much more lasting. Praise for Carolyn Brown: "The most difficult
thing about reading a Brown book is putting it down." —Fresh
Fiction "Carolyn Brown is a master storyteller who never fails to
entertain." —Night Owl Reviews Praise for Nicole Helm: "Helm
delves into the depths of her characters' emotions, revealing their
foibles and making them incredibly human." —Publishers Weekly
"A beautifully crafted romance." —USA Today HEA for Rebel
Cowboy

Awakened
“A sharp and unconventional book — a swirl of memoir, travelogue
and biography of some of history's champion day-dreamers.”
—Maureen Corrigan, "Fresh Air" A spirited inquiry into the lost
value of leisure and daydream The Art of the Wasted Day is a
picaresque travelogue of leisure written from a lifelong
enchantment with solitude. Patricia Hampl visits the homes of
historic exemplars of ease who made repose a goal, even an art
form. She begins with two celebrated eighteenth-century Irish ladies
who ran off to live a life of "retirement" in rural Wales. Her search
then leads to Moravia to consider the monk-geneticist, Gregor
Mendel, and finally to Bordeaux for Michel Montaigne--the hero of
this book--who retreated from court life to sit in his chateau tower
and write about whatever passed through his mind, thus inventing
the personal essay. Hampl's own life winds through these
pilgrimages, from childhood days lazing under a neighbor's
beechnut tree, to a fascination with monastic life, and then to
love--and the loss of that love which forms this book's silver thread
of inquiry. Finally, a remembered journey down the Mississippi
near home in an old cabin cruiser with her husband turns out, after
all her international quests, to be the great adventure of her life. The
real job of being human, Hampl finds, is getting lost in thought,
something only leisure can provide. The Art of the Wasted Day is a
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compelling celebration of the purpose and appeal of letting go.

The Red-Hot Chili Cook-Off
Book 1 of the Honky Tonk series From New York Times and USA
Today-bestselling author Carolyn Brown comes a contemporary
Western romance inspired by the hit country music song, featuring
the romantic adventures of the feisty new owner of the Honky Tonk
beer joint and the hot, hard-headed cowboy who is out to steal her
heart. Daisy O'Dell doesn't need anything but her bar. She has her
hands full with hotheads and thirsty ranchers, and she's determined
to run the Honky Tonk until they drag her cold dead body through
the swinging doors. But when a damn fine cowboy walks in one
day, her whole life is thrown into turmoil. Jarod McBroy was
looking for a cold drink and a moment's peace. Instead he found one
red hot woman. She's just what Jarod needs to deal with his ornery
Uncle Rural, who won't listen to a damn thing he says until he
brings home a good woman. Now if only he can convince her to
come out from behind that bar, and come on home with him Honky
Tonk Series: I Love This Bar (Book 1) Hell, Yeah (Book 2) My
Give a Damn's Busted (Book 3) Honky Tonk Christmas (Book 4)
Praise for I Love This Bar: "This book will make you kick up your
heels and holler for more!" -Cheryl's Book Nook "Chock full of
colorful characters with just enough sass to keep you entertained
page after page." -Fresh Fiction "Guaranteed to leave you
countrified and satisfied!" -Love Romance Passion "Brown's fans
will be pleased to reconnect with her trademark cast of quirky
characters." -Booklist STARRED Review

The Shell Keeper
A woman proving herself in a man's world finds love in the
suspenseful and emotional conclusion to the Creek Canyon series
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from New York Times bestselling author Catherine Bybee. As the
only female civil engineer in her department, Grace Hudson needs
space from men. Her last love interest traumatized her in ways she
never saw coming; with that behind her, she is determined to focus
on her career. Even so, a little flirting with a handsome stranger
over coffee can't hurt, right? In their short interaction, Grace dazzles
Dameon Locke. But he's focused on his newest development project
and keeping his company afloat after his biggest investor pulled out.
So during the planning huddle with the city board, he's stunned to
find the petite spitfire he met at the coffee shop running the show.
Grace can't ignore Dameon's charm, but when a disgruntled
developer accuses Grace of taking bribes, her world is upended.
Worse still, something much more important than her job may be in
peril. With her career in shambles and her life in danger, Grace
turns to Dameonbut will she risk putting him in danger too?

Strawberry Hill
A headstrong woman discovers it's never too late for change in New
York Times bestselling author Carolyn Brown's spirited novel about
lost hope and second chances. Substitute counselor for wayward
teens isn't how public-school teacher Jayden Bennett planned to
spend her summer vacation. However reluctant, she's hiking up her
jeans and heading for remote Piney Wood Academy in north Texas.
Two months. Seven days a week. Few amenities. And three
troubled girls daring Jayden to make a difference. She understands
what she's up against. She has her own burdens to bear. Jayden's not
in it alone. The devoted elderly couple who run Piney Wood trusts
in Jayden's tough-love approach to get the job done. So does drill
instructor Elijah Thomas, whose hardened boot-camp hide conceals
a heart broken one too many times. Jayden is making it beat again.
For both of them, falling in love is a risk. Because all summers must
come to an end. But with each new sunrise on these rustic acres,
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Jayden discovers that Piney Wood is a last chance for her, too. And
with so many lives in turnaround, a new beginning for everyone
could be a dream come true.

Tucker's Way
Book 5 in the Spikes & Spurs Series 'Tis the season for •A
matchmaking grandma on a long-distance mission •Mistletoe
temptation in every doorway •A sexy cowboy with a killer smile
When Gran Presely agrees to sell Creed Riley the Rockin' C Ranch
for a song at Christmastime, he can hardly believe his good fortune.
There's just one little catch—her tantalizing granddaughter Sage is
part of the deal. Spikes & Spurs Series Love Drunk Cowboy (Book
1) Red's Hot Cowboy (Book 2) Darn Good Cowboy Christmas
(Book 3) One Hot Cowboy Wedding (Book 4) Mistletoe Cowboy
(Book 5) Just a Cowboy and His Baby (Book 6) Cowboy Seeks
Bride (Book 7) Praise for Darn Good Cowboy Christmas: "A story
with a cowboy always hits the target, but add a little Christmas flair
and a saucy heroine and you have a winner."—Long and Short
Reviews "This fast-paced holiday romp brims with music,
laughterand plenty of Texas flavor."—Library Journal "Full of
sizzling chemistry and razor-sharp dialogue."—Night Owl Reviews,
Reviewer Top Pick, 4 1?2 Stars

The Blue-Ribbon Jalapeño Society Jubilee
In the heart of Texas, love comes knocking when you least expect
it… The Cowboy and His Wayward Bride Country singer Laurie
Jensen has never forgotten her childhood sweetheart, rancher
Harlan Patrick Adams. After all, she admitted she loved him, then
left with no explanation when she discovered she was pregnant.
Being on the road with a newborn has taken its toll, and she’s given
everything for her career. The last thing she wants is to settle
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down—but will she change her mind when her baby’s father comes
calling? Suddenly, Annie’s Father Ever since a tragic car accident
ruined his career, ex—rodeo star Slade Sutton put down new roots at
the Adams family ranch. His hectic life left little room for
family—until his ten-year-old daughter lands on his doorstep with no
one else to turn to. Slade knows he’ll need whatever help he can
find—even from mysterious rancher Val Harding. Slade has a heart
of gold when it comes to his daughter, but he must discover if
there’s room in his heart for Val, too. Author of the hit Netflix
series Sweet Magnolias

West Texas Nights
Rose Feller is thirty years old, a high-powered attorney, with a
secret passion for romance novels, an exercise regime she's going to
start next week, and dreams of a man who will slide off her glasses,
gaze into her eyes, and tell her that she's beautiful. Meet Rose's
sister Maggie. Twenty-eight years old, drop-dead gorgeous and only
occasionally employed, Maggie is a backing singer in a band called
Whiskered Biscuit. She dreams of fame and fortune -- and of
getting her dowdy big sister to stick to a skin-care regime. These
two women with nothing in common but a childhood tragedy,
shared DNA, and the same size feet, are about to learn that their
family is more different than they ever imagined, and that they're
more alike than they'd ever believe. The brilliant new novel by
Jennifer Weiner, Who Do You Love, will be released in August
2015.

Forever My Hero
Stella's mama never should've put Stella on the church prayer list.
With Stella's twenty-seventh birthday coming up fast, Nancy
desperately wants to see her daughter married and giving her
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grandbabies. Petitioning heaven seems like a surefire way to get it
done. But in Cadillac, Texas, where the gossip's hotter than the
city's famous jalapeño peppers, it isn't long before all hell breaks
loose. Heather, the bossy leader of the church's Prayer Angels,
thinks a summer ball will get Stella and the town's other single gals
paired off. But nobody can tell redheaded spitfire Stella what to
do—not her mama, not Heather, and not even the sexy beau Stella's
been seeing in secret. Together, Stella, her best friends Charlotte
and Piper, and the loyal customers of the Yellow Rose Beauty Shop
hatch a good old-fashioned scheme to sabotage the ball. But will it
wreck Stella's relationship with her mama forever? And what will
the church folk think when Stella reveals the identity of her mystery
man?

In for a Penny
Newcomer to the sheriff's department Erin De Laney knows next to
nothing about wilderness patrols, but she's also never been one to
back down from a challenge. So when a rude and stubborn cowboy
takes her by surprise on her first day patrolling the mountain trails
as a part-time ranger, she lets him have it. But there's no escaping
each other in the small Oregon town, especially once Erin seeks him
out to make amends. Wyatt gave up on dating long ago, but the
written correspondence he and Erin begin to share speak to him like
nothing else ever has. Out of their tentative truce blossoms a chance
for a once-in-a-lifetime love if he's willing to give her his heart and
make her his.

Don't Stop Me Now
The Yellow Rose Beauty Shop
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"Previously published as two volumes, Tucker's Way and For
Tucker"--t.p. verso.

Honky Tonk Christmas
Three women from different walks of life are brought together by
accident. Del's about to become a divorced, unemployed, single
mother and her life is a wreck. Gwen is an empty nester, her
bakery's bottom line won't rise, and her husband is working
overtime and out of town to save up for an impending strike.
Claire's past is her own business, but as a tough real estate agent,
she will gladly do what it takes to get a deal done. Still, when Del
comes into their lives, Claire finds herself rethinking her attitude
toward friendship.

The Point of Vanishing
His voice enthralls her. Her vibrancy awakens him. Ashley White
can’t wait to begin her internship at Steel Vineyards. As an
oenology doctoral candidate, she knows all the theory but lacks
practice. Working under renowned winemaker Ryan Steel—and his
equally talented nephew, Dale—is an opportunity she can’t refuse.
Dale Steel is a loner. Despite his huge family full of uncles, aunts,
and cousins, he’s more at home in his vineyards, where he finds
something that comes close to the tranquility he craves. He’ll never
find true peace, and he’s accepted his fate…until his new intern
shows up and turns the only world he knows upside down. Ashley
awakens emotions in Dale that he never dreamed possible, and
though he resents her intrusion into his life, he can’t deny the
sparks that blaze between them. Still, he must remain distant. To
succumb to his growing feelings would provoke something else
entirely—the darkness he keeps hidden even from himself.
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On Sudden Hill
More Than the Chili's Heating Up Cadillac, Texas Carlene Lovelle,
co-owner of Bless My Bloomers lingerie shop, found a pair of fancy
red-silk panties in her husband's briefcase, and all hell is breaking
loose. She custom-made those fancy bloomers herself—and she
remembers the bimbo who bought them. If her husband had a lick
of sense, he'd known there are no secrets in a town like Cadillac.
Carlene's cohorts—and their mamas—plan to exact revenge on Lenny
Joe where it'll hurt the most: break his ten-year winning streak at the
prestigious Red-Hot Chili Cook-Off. Never before has a woman
dared to compete. But the ladies of Bless My Bloomers are cooking
up a stormand it seems the whole town is taking sides in the
showdown. Welcome to Cadillac, Texas, where the chili is hot, the
gossip is hotter, and friends stick by each other, no matter what the
challenge. Praise for The Blue-Ribbon Jalapeño Society Jubilee:
"Hilariousfast-pacedA high-spirited, romantic page-turner."—Kirkus
"Humor and down-home charm make this a first-place prize
winner."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "In this laugh-out-loud read,
bestselling Brown takes her expertise in writing top-notch cowboy
romance novels to stir things upamong four female
friends."—Booklist "Heartwarming and funBrown's story reminded
me of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe."—Long and
Short Reviews

Everything Changes
"In The Family Cabin, author and "cabinologist" Dale Mulfinger
expires the role that cabins have had and continue to have in family
bonding and as a repository for family history, nostalgia, and
cherished memories. This collection brings together 37 new and old
cabins from across North America as inspiration for anyone who
desires a peaceful retreat of their own."-Page 14/25
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The Daydream Cabin
You Are Cordially InvitedCome early, eat until your buttons pop,
and dance until you drop! Miss Clawdy's Café has won the Jubilee
blue ribbon every year since the dawn of time. This year, town
matron Violet Prescott is going after that ribbon with an iron-clad
determination only thinly disguised by her perfect coiffure and
flawless manners, bless her heart. It's time for café owners Cathy
and Marty and their best friend Trixie to pull out their secret
weapon. And this is where a lifetime of friendship, combined with
just the right recipe at just the right time, might carry the day—or
blow everything to smithereens. Welcome to Cadillac, Texas, where
the jalapeños are hot, the gossip is hotter, and at the end of the day,
it's the priceless friendships that are left standing "Funny, frank, and
full of heartone more welcome example of Brown's Texas-size
talent for storytelling."—USA TODAY Happy Ever After on One
Hot Cowboy Wedding "Brown revitalizes the Western romance
with this fresh, funny, and sexy tale filled with likable, down-toearth characters."—Booklist on Love Drunk Cowboy "Brown's novel
will warm your heart and bring you characters so real, you'll swear
they're flesh and boneA 5 Star Comfort Read!"—Love Romance
Passion on Getting Lucky

Good In Bed
Birt and Etho are best friends, they play on Sudden Hill, making
marvellous contraptions out of cardboard boxes. But then a new
boy, Shu, wants to join in too. Birt isn't sure that he wants Shu to
join them. Eaten up with jealousy, he goes home and refuses to
come out to play. Until Etho and Shu come to his house with the
most marvellous cardboard contraption so far A compelling,
poignant story about accepting someone new, with text by Linda
Sarah and illustrations by Benji Davies, creator of The Storm
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Whale. Also by Linda Sarah: The Secret Sky Garden, illustrated by
Fiona Lumbers Tom's Magnificent Machines, illustrated by Ben
Mantle Also by Benji Davies: The Storm Whale Grandad's Island
The Storm Whale in Winter Grandma Bird

The Art of the Wasted Day
Cabin Porn: Inside
A charming new contemporary romance set in Silverlake, Texas,
where love throws old rivals a curveball. . . . Andrew “Ace”
Braddock is a player in every sense of the word. The center fielder
for the Austin Lone Stars, he’s also been at the center of numerous
sports scandals involving beer, bars, and baseball bunnies. But
when he takes the fall for a teammate, Ace wakes up in the hospital,
injured and in serious trouble. He’s sent to lie low and recover at
his family ranch in Silverlake, Texas, where he’s saddled with his
worst nightmare: his high school nemesis—a beautiful nurse who
refuses to play doctor with him. Mia Adams has no time to fool
around. The daughter of Silverlake’s high school baseball coach
has three jobs and a pile of debt left behind by her missing ex. The
very last thing she wants is to spend her time indulging hometown
hero Easy Ace Braddock. If she didn’t need the money, she’d have
nothing to do with the guy from her past who stole her dad’s time,
attention, and love away from her before leaving for the major
leagues. As Mia does her best to corral the irrepressible Ace, keep a
sense of humor, and fight her unwelcome attraction to him, he
charms, sidesteps, and outmaneuvers her. Will the onetime enemies
find love at home base, right in the town where they grew up?

In Her Shoes
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When Sukie's husband shacks up with her Pilates instructor, her
domestic drama becomes the talk of her small Georgia town.
Friends from her married life prove fickle, and Sukie hides at home,
terrified of encountering the town gossips at the grocery store.
Betsy, Sukie's neighbor, invites her to join "Fat Fridays," a weekly
gathering at a local caf where the women order whatever they
crave--no calories counted. Over sausage pizza and sage advice,
Sukie gets a grip on her new life and learns to love her freedom.
Judith Keim's warm, funny novel offers moving glimpses into each
of the five women's very different lives. As they struggle to deal
with cruel exes, frustrating families, and forbidden love, the women
offer one another the kind of friendship that is as rich and nurturing
as their Friday feasts.

The Cabin
"Kim Brewster's annulled marriage left her with a wedding gift she
can't return: a baby on the way. Worried about what the news will
do to the other women in the Brewster family, whose lives seem so
perfect, Kim catches a break when her great-grandmother, Hannah,
beats her to the punch with a shocking announcement of her own.
She's selling her Morganton, West Virginia, hotel and moving to
Oklahoma - and all the Brewsters are coming with her. Kim is sure
her grandmother and mother won't go along with the plan, but
Hannah can be very convincing. Soon the women are working the
farm, emptying the skeletons from their closets, and finally feeling
like a family. For Karen, the fresh start comes with another shop at
love-- though her new suitor may have some secrets of his
won."--P. [4] of cover.

A Forever Thing
“Tugged on my heartstrings… I loved every minute I spent reading
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this adorable story… my heart was aching… Such a sweet heartwarming story” Audio Killed the Bookmark Can you ever really
forget your first love? It’s been eight long years since May
Anderson’s high school sweetheart Tom Riley drove down Main
Street in his truck, leaving Hillsboro—and May—in his rearview
mirror. Now he’s back and, try as they might, the pair can’t avoid
each other. As Hillsboro prepares to host the prestigious North West
Food and Wine Festival, Tom and May are reluctantly called in to
plan the big event. Tom needs May’s help to repair his bad-boy
reputation and, with the whole town counting on them, May and
Tom need to learn to trust each other again. May is determined to
protect her heart, but a lot has changed since high school. She can’t
help but notice how the skinny boy she used to know is now a man
who perfectly fills out his button-down, and Tom can’t seem to tear
his gaze away from May’s sweet smile. It’s clear old feelings are
surfacing again, but there is a secret keeping them apart and, until
they find the courage to face it, their second chance summer will be
only that… A heartwarming story about first love, family and the
importance of second chances. Fans of Jenny Hale, Debbie
Macomber and Robyn Carr will adore Sweet Pea Summer. Readers
love Sweet Pea Summer: “I binge read this book… Very charming
setting in a charming town. Highly recommend this great summer
read!’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Read as fast as I could. It's a
heartwarming read perfect for escaping from these bleak times and I
thoroughly enjoyed it.” Scrapping and Playing, 5 stars “Right away,
I knew I was going to love Sweet Pea Summer… It set a standard of
charm, romance, and lovability that will be incredibly difficult for
other summer reads to outdo.” Tamsterdam Reads, 5 stars “I loved
this book. Great storyline, characters, humor, romance and
emotions. Everything I look for in a great book. This is one book
you need to read and enjoy.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “This
book has a definite Hallmark movie feel.” Goodreads reviewer
“The literary equivalent of a hug in a mug in the sense that this
story made me feel all warm and fuzzy inside.” Ginger Book Geek
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“There is something about stepping into the world of the Anderson
sisters that feels like a comforting hug. The author does a fantastic
job of capturing small-town life.” Fireflies & Free Kicks, 5 stars “A
spellbinding contemporary romance about first love, fresh starts and
second chances… a charming page-turner that sparkles with plenty
of humour and heart.” Bookish Jottings “This one blew me away
with its subtle nods to Persuasion and I couldn’t put this one
down.” Y’all This Book “A fantastic read. Definitely recommend
it.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars

Lone Heart Pass
Secrets told in the church ladies' room are supposed to stay in the
ladies' room. But that doesn't mean that what Trudy overhears there
during her great-aunt Gertrude's funeral won't change the rest of her
life. Trudy has a daughter in the middle of a major rebellion; a twotiming husband who has been cheating for their entire married life;
and a mother with Alzheimer's residing in the local nursing home.
She doesn't really need a crumbling old house about to fall into
nothing but a pile of memories and broken knickknacks. Billy Lee
Tucker, resident oddball in Tishomingo, Oklahoma, lived next door
to Gert, and in her will she leaves him the funds to help Trudy
remodel the old house. That's fine with Billy Lee, because he's been
in love with Trudy since before they started school. And just
spending time with her is something he'd never ever allowed
himself to dream about. A beautiful home rises up from the old
house on Broadway, and right along with it rises up a relationship.
But is Trudy too scarred from what she heard in the ladies' room to
see a lovely future with Billy Lee?

In Shining Whatever
"Blake needs a wife in order to keep his inheritance and offers
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Samantha ten million dollars for a one year marriage contract. It
was a marriage contract the planned for everything except falling in
love"--

Mistletoe Cowboy
Fancy Lynn Sawyer says that before she'll even think about the M
word, a man has to say the three magic words, but 'I love you' isn't
enough. He has to promise her a forever thing. She intends to find
her forever thing in Florida, her home since she was fifteen, so she
wasn't even looking for it when she comes to Texas to help her
grandmother. With a job at the elementary school lined up, Fancy
Lynn moves but she intends to stay only until her grandmother
regains her health. Theron Warren has absolutely no intention of
falling in love again. His one failed marriage was painful enough.
As an elementary school principal, part-time cop, and full-time
ranch owner, he doesn't have time for the sassy woman who
suddenly appears in his life: first in the jailhouse, then at his school
and soon everywhere he turns. Fate is trying to tell Fancy Lynn and
Theron that they are soul mates, but is having a tough time
convincing them.

Sweet Tea and Secrets
"Sharon Sala is a consummate storyteller."—DEBBIE
MACOMBER, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author for A Piece
of My Heart Every storm they've weatheredhas led them to each
other Dan Amos lost his wife and son years ago, when they
inadvertently got in the way of a death threat meant for him. He's
never had eyes for anyone since, and he doesn't want to. But fellow
Blessings resident Alice Conroy sparks something inside him
Newly widowed, Alice was disillusioned by marriage and isn't
looking to fall in love anytime soon. Then a tropical storm blazes a
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path straight for the Georgia coast, and as the town prepares for the
worst, Dan opens his heart and his home. The tempest is raging, but
Alice and Dan are learning to find shelterin each other. Blessings,
Georgia Series: You and Only You (Book 1) I'll Stand by You
(Book 2) Saving Jake (Book 3) A Piece of My Heart (Book 4) The
Color of Love (Book 5) Come Back to Me (Book 6) Forever My
Hero (Book 7) Praise for the Blessings, Georgia series by Sharon
Sala: "With plenty of danger and passion, Sala will have readers
flipping the pages"—RT Book Reviews for The Color of Love, 4
Stars "It will bring a tear to your eye and put a smile in your
heart."—Harlequin Junkie for The Color of Love "Sharon Sala works
magic with words as she brings characters to life on the pages of A
Piece of My Heart."—Long and Short Reviews for A Piece of My
Heart "You cannot go wrong with a book by Sharon Sala!"—RT
Book Reviews

Hometown Hero
Hart Ducaine was the love of Kate Miller's life, but why should she
trust him now? He broke her heart fifteen years ago, and neither of
them are willing to take chances anymore. Then Kate's Cajun
grandmother and some of her relatives abandon the two on a
primitive island in the bayou-- no phones, no electricity, no one to
talk to but each other

Cabin Boy
I've never been what I was supposed to be. Wealthy sons of Port
Governors aren't supposed to be ejected from the British Navy after
less than a year, they're not supposed to like pulp romances or
daydream about the handsome heroes of the stories instead of the
heroines. When my Father issued me an order to marry a woman, I
knew I had no choice but to make my own way in the world, and I
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found a berth on the first ship out of Jamaica. I didn't mean to join a
pirate ship, and I certainly didn't intend to find myself the cabin boy
to an incredibly charming Pirate Captain. Or that I'd also be
attracted to the mysterious First Mate, or that both of them would
show me all sorts of unspeakable and salacious pleasures while on
board. How can I choose just one of them when I want both?In
addition to confusion on board the ship, there's also enchanting
genderqueer merfolk, a cat which seems to understand a lot more
than it should, an unseasonable storm and a sea witch with a serious
grudge and with all these complications, I am definitely in over my
head. -- Come and meet the crew: Gideon: an innocent with a lot of
forbidden desires and a lot of love to give Tate: a huge, muscular
ship's captain with a sweet side Ezra: a dominant and closed off first
mate Ora: a genderqueer, curious and affectionate merman

Red's Hot Cowboy
From the bestselling author of In Her Shoes, All Fall Down and the
forthcoming novel Who Do You Love, Good in Bedis a funny and
tender story full of heart. Cannie Shapiro never wanted to be
famous. The smart, sharp, plus-sized reporter was perfectly happy
writing about other people's lives for her local newspaper. And for
the past twenty-eight years, things have been tripping along nicely
for Cannie. Sure, her mother has come charging out of the closet,
and her father has long since dropped out of her world. But she
loves her job, her friends, her dog and her life. She loves her
apartment and her commodious, quilt-lined bed. She has made a
tenuous peace with her body and she even felt okay about ending
her relationship with her boyfriend Bruce. But now this 'Loving a
larger woman is an act of courage in our world,' Bruce has written
in a national woman's magazine. And Cannie - who never knew that
Bruce saw her as a larger woman, or thought that loving her was an
act of courage - is plunged into misery, and the most amazing year
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of her life.

Wife by Wednesday
An illustrated look at the surprisingly versatile cabin, with
outstanding examples from around the country

The Ladies' Room
"Former high school queen bee Jennie Sue Baker returns home to
Bloom, Texas, after her fall from grace. In a town that thrives on
gossip, Jennie relishes what it means to follow her heart, find real
new friends, and finally be herself--regardless of all the lying town
chatter"--

Sweet Pea Summer
One cowboy, one bar, one hell of a holiday! Praise for Carolyn
Brown's country music romances: "You won't want to miss this
boot scootin' contemporary full of sexy cowboys and sassy
women."-The Romance Studio (My Give a Damn's Busted) She
means business Sharlene Waverly is determined to have the "new
and improved" Honky Tonk up and running before the holiday. For
that, she'll need Holt Jackson, the best darn carpenter in the state.
But his warm, whisky-colored eyes make her insides melt, and
before she knows it, she's sharing her darkest secrets and talking
about the nightmares He's determined to keep things professional
Holt Jackson needs the job at the Honky Tonk, but is completely
unprepared to handle the beautiful new bar owner he's working for.
Sharlene and Holt try like crazy to deny the sparks flying between
them, but their love may just be the best Christmas present either
one of them ever got. Praise for I Love This Bar: "Heartsassa lot of
sparks and romancecountry music. What more can I say? I really
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had fun with this book."-Red-Headed Book Child "Guaranteed to
leave you countrified and satisfied!"-Love Romance Passion
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